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2010. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. 364 It is inconceivable that any lasting peace in our world
can be achieved when millions of people die yearly from starvation, disease, poverty and hunger. As
such it would be unthinkable to treat peace as a condition characterized simply by worldwide
absence of conflict/war. Peace Loving Nations examines the rich/poor divide, globalization, trade
and above all, global inequality both in a lighter and serious perspective. For instance, some of the
questions which need an answer are: Is Peace only the absence of war; why is it that even affluent
nations live in so much of insecurity; why mindless/limitless material consumption/consumerism is
a scourge in societies of the world; why should nations continue losing their children to hunger and
malnutrition and the importance of human development to achieve dignity. Also, a word on
climate change and global warming. A New world is emerging. A world that is moving towards
compassion. A world that is moving towards greater tolerance. Towards Peace. There is now more
demand for equality than ever before. Under these circumstances, it becomes necessary that we the
'Peace-loving Nations' of the world should facilitate the achievement of a more Egalitarian Global
Order. This...
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This ebook is fantastic. It is probably the most awesome book i actually have read. I found out this ebook from my i and dad suggested this book to
understand.
-- Ethel Mills-- Ethel Mills

Totally one of the best pdf We have possibly study. Yes, it really is perform, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. I am happy to let you know
that this is the very best ebook i actually have go through in my personal life and can be he best pdf for possibly.
-- K or bin Ha m m es-- K or bin Ha m m es
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